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Mundane Charts
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Eclipse Definition

Eclipses, whether solar or lunar.

A Solar Eclipse occurs at the New Moon

Grand conjunctions, defined as the conjunction of
any two superior planets. Obviously, with the
discovery of the three outer planets, we have a lot
more of them to consider than the classicists did.
Solar Ingresses, generally the Cardinal ones
Lunations, both Full and New Moons

The Moon is between the Earth and the Sun: the
Moon blocks light passing from the Sun to the Earth.

A Lunar Eclipse occurs at the Full Moon
The Earth is interposed between the Sun and Moon;
the Earth blocks light from the Sun to the Moon: with
no light received from the Sun, the Moon cannot
reflect that light back to the Earth, so the Moon is not
visible.
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Mundane Charts
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Eclipse Layout

Civil Dates, such as the First of the Year, or the
birthday of a country
Event charts, for mundane occurrences.
Founding charts for entities, whether political,
corporate, spiritual or otherwise. These represent
the nativity of a mundane entity.
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Comments on Mundane Charts
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Eclipse Definition

Ingresses, civil dates and lunations are generally
given potency until the next event of the series.

Eclipses occur when the nodal axis is conjunct a
Full Moon or a New Moon.

Eclipses have their own built-in timing system,
as we will see.

This means that the Sun-Earth-Moon
configuration forms close to a straight line.

Major conjunctions work much the same as
ingresses unless there is an additional built-in
cycle for sequential conjunctions, such as the
great mutation series for Jupiter-Saturn
conjunctions.
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Degrees of Eclipses

Morinus' Revision

Total: entire Sun or Moon becomes invisible.
Partial: eclipsed body appears as if a chunk has
been taken out of it.
Annular (for Solar) or Appulse (for Lunar). The
relative positions of the bodies within their
elliptical orbits result in the two bodies not
appearing to be the same size. The annular
eclipse appears as a bright ring around the black
portion blocked by the Moon; the appulse appears
as a shadow across the Moon.

Morinus had noted that, while an eclipse might
represent a diminishment of light, heat was
unaffected. Thus, Morinus rejected the doctrine
that a visible eclipse was more powerful, even
going so far as to reverse the conclusion.
Morinus rejected the regions of influence,
basically because he rejected Ptolemy’s
attributions of regional rulerships - and probably
quite justly.
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Ptolemy’s Eclipse Method

Morinus' Revision

The interpretation of eclipses may be analogous
to the interpretation of the stations of the superior
planets.
Countries affected by an eclipse are those ruled
by a sign of the same Triplicity as the Triplicity
in which the eclipse occurs. There are several key
points in the nativity of the mundane entity which
may be triggered by familiarity.
The duration of the effect of the eclipse is
proportional to the actual length of the eclipse.
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Morinus rejected the idea that eclipses could
effect non-living things. Thus, he rejected the
notion that an eclipse could affect a country,
except through its effect on the country’s human
ruler.
He rejected the interpretation of eclipse nature by
the constellation in which it occurs.
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Ptolemy’s Eclipse Method
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Annus Tenebrosus, p 14

The immediacy with which the effects become
obvious depends on which quadrant of the chart
the eclipse is posited.

Lilly calls the first eclipse in Libra (the Moon’s
position: being the body eclipsed, she is the
“subject” of the eclipse, thus her sign is used).

Other planetary conjunctions which occur after
the eclipse can trigger or attenuate the effects.

However, the Moon’s position is in the middle
third of Virgo sidereally: this shows very clearly
that Lilly is using a variant of the sidereal zodiac:
namely a constellational one.

The eclipse can be interpreted through the
meaning of the constellation in which it occurs.
The planet(s) ruling the sign of the eclipse
determine(s) the quality of the eclipse, whether
good or bad.
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Lilly's Eclipse Method
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Annus Tenebrosus, p 14

Lilly mostly followed Ptolemy’s system of
delineation.
Lilly followed Cardan in noting that eclipses
produce a greater effect when visible; i.e., posited
above the horizon. He also affirmed that an
angular location produces a greater effect.
Lilly considerably extended Ptolemy’s use of the
constellation in which the eclipse occurs by
enumerating the effect by decanate.
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Notice that both the Vedic and modern sidereal
systems, while taking precession into account,
nonetheless use constellations of 30°.
Lilly follows Ptolemy’s emphasis on the meaning
of the constellations by describing “decanates”
which are actually thirds of (unequal)
constellations.
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And the Same for Major
Conjunctions....

Conclusions from Lilly's Text
Quoting Cardan (II,63): “The influence of the
Planets never cease operating, until impedited by
some Planet of fixed Star of a contrary nature to
those which preceded, or until the Planet who is
principall Significator fall into combustion...” (p
48)
Cited Albumasar, Almunsor, Cardan, Johannes
Escuidus
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... Major Conjunctions
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Eclipse Timing
Lilly read the timing of the duration of the effect
of the first eclipse off its duration, with the time it
takes effect being delivered by the quadrant of
the Moon.
So what happened at this time? Not the
maraudings of Charles Stuart and other enemies
as he feared, but the dissolution of the Barebones
Parliament with the formation of the Protectorate:
an event completely unanticipated.
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Conclusions from Lilly's Text
Lilly used the same idea of asterisms and
appropriate fixed stars in the interpretation of a
major conjunction that he used for an eclipse.
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Eclipse Timing
The political upheavals that Lilly predicted for
other countries did not occur in the time frame he
predicted, except for the defeat of the Dutch by
the English.

Swift of motion increases the magnitude of the
effect.

However, his comments on pages 38-40 look a
lot like a prediction of the Protectorate. We
should note that all mundane predictions for
countries in the manner engaged by Lilly are
dependent on accurate sign rulerships for those
countries: a vexed subject since Ptolemy.

The influence lasts longer of the planets are
neither combust nor retrograde.
The effect is pretty much the same whether
conjunction, eclipse, Ingress, or comet.
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Conclusions from Lilly's Text

Ptolemy's Climata (Regions)

Countries ruled by signs opposite the sign of the
mundane event are equally affected (p. 37).
The planet with the greater dignity in the dgree of
the conjunction will exercise the greater
influence, and that influence will be increased the
more that planet is elevated (p 39).

North-South division is the Mediterranean, in a line that runs
through the Straits of Gibraltar. The East-West division is at the
Black Sea and the Arabian Gulf. This produces four quarters.
Each quarter is assigned a Triplicity ruler. The most central
portion of this map is apportioned differently: Northwest
transposes to Southeast.

He would contradict the above if the other planet
is the Ascendant ruler (pp 50-51).
Interprets the North Node of Venus (p.48)
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Avoiding the Climata Difficulty
Ascribe certain countries to signs, apart from
Ptolemy’s zones
Analyze a mundane chart with respect to a chart
for the founding of a political entity, such as a
city or kingdom, or to use the crowning of the
ruler
Use the mundane chart with respect to the natal
chart of the ruler
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Morinus (1583-1656) on
Eclipses
Rejected the doctrine that a visible eclipse was more
powerful, even going so far as to reverse the conclusion.
Rejected the regions of influence, basically because he
rejected Ptolemy’s attributions of regional rulerships - and
probably quite justly.
Rejected the idea that eclipses could effect non-living things.
Thus, he rejected the notion that an eclipse could affect a
country, except through its effect on the country’s human
ruler.
Rejected the interpretation of the eclipse nature by the
constellation in which it occurs.
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Ramesey on Ingresses
Aries Ingress with mutable sign rising is good for
6 months.
Aries Ingress with fixed sign rising is good for
whole year.
Aries Ingress with cardinal sign rising is good for
3 months.
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Mundane Rulerships (Ramesey)
Kings & Grandees: 10 th
Sign Ruler, if fortified
Exaltation Ruler, if fortified
Sun, if fortified

The people
The Ascendant
The Moon

The Rich – Jupiter
Soldiers – Mars
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